We’re announcing updates to your course notifications, a new way to promote mastery, a deeper connection to your LMS, and an enhanced eText experience for your students.
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Access course notifications in fewer clicks

With an updated view, instructors and students can now access their ‘notifications’ with fewer clicks and gain improved insight on overall performance.

Additionally, enhancements to ‘notifications’ makes it easier for a screen reader to navigate the page, making it a more accessible experience.
Updated Notifications

“Notifications” have been updated to provide easy access to the course details instructors reference most: Late Submissions, Activities Past Due, Activities Not Passed, Idle Students, Unread Comments, New Graded Activities, and Unread Discussion Posts.
Promote Mastery with Sequential Modules

New sequential modules within MyLab IT ensure your students have mastered the skills before moving onto their next assignment.
Sequential Modules

Create a learning path for students by assigning resources and activities that students must complete in a specific order with new sequential modules.

You can also determine a score threshold that students must earn before moving onto the next assignment in the sequence to ensure students have mastered the skills.

Check out [this video](#) to see how to create a Sequential Module.
Deep linking with Blackboard and Canvas

The LMS integration updates simplify teaching and learning for students and instructors.

A deeper connection between MyLab IT and Blackboard and Canvas creates a more streamlined engagement with Pearson content.
Deep Linking with Blackboard and Canvas

Assignment linking simplifies the student experience by enabling direct access to MyLab IT assignments from Blackboard and Canvas alongside other course materials.

Want to learn more? Check out the step-by-step video for deep linking in [Blackboard](#) or [Canvas](#).
eText enhancements

The updates to the eText experience for students makes reading and studying from a mobile device or computer better than ever. We've revamped the look and feel of the eText and improved the digital note taking experience to help students stay active in their learning and take effective notes.

*Changes to the digital note taking experience may impact any bookmarks, notes, and highlights currently created. Click here to learn more.
eText Improvements

The eText update includes:

- Syncing of notes across all devices
- A new look for the table of contents
- Access to the new eText Notebook
New eText Notebook

You and your students can create notes independent of eText highlights, making the Notebook a one-stop shop for everything students want to remember and everything you want to share with them.

Notes may also be filtered by chapter or by highlight label type (e.g., Shared Note from Instructor, Questions, Main Ideas).
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